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Foreword

This report covers two main objectives:

i) it provides detailed explanations for thosa whose intention or interest
would be to get a full understanding of the material presented;

ii) it focuses on concise procedures reflected in two working papers
UP S.PLO1 and UP S.PLO2 that are self-explanatory and that can be
utilized directly after a short training by the inspectors.

In addition, two Tables are supplied with the procedures. They will need to
be taken into the field by the inspectors, for use with the working papers.

In keeping with the two above objectives, STR-224 Rev. 0 is published in two
volumes :

- Volume 1 contains the detailed explanations;

- Volume 2 contains the Tables and the concise procedures
(examples are included for training purposes).
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GENERALIZED PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING INSPECTION SAMPLE SIZES

Abstract

Generalized procedures have been developed to determine sample sizes In
connection with the planning of inspection activities.
These procedures are based on different measurement methods. They are applied
mainly to Bulk Handling Facilities and Physical Inventory Verifications.

The present report attempts (1) to assign to appropriate statistical testers
(viz. testers for gross, partial and small defects} the measurement methods to
be used, and (11) to associate the measurement uncertainties with the sample
sizes required for verification.

Working papers are also provided to assist in the application of the
procedures.

JJaech/RLemalre/vpc (6309)
Doc. 0 39S4H
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At th* start of a Physical Inventory Verification, tht inspector receives
trow, the plant operator itemized lilts of th* nuclear material» to be
verified.

•ased on th* itemized lists, th* inspector groups th* materials in ttrata.
according to their physical and chemical characteristics. Each stratum ii
composed of it»»» which ar* measured within th* law measurement *yst*K
that includ*» both th* operator't and inspector'» t*chniqu*t and th*ir own
corr*>ponding uncertainties.

Th* stratum i» therefore uniquely identified by

- a itandardixed stratification cod* related to its phyilcal and chemical
appearance;

- • i*t of m «taiuremtint Mthadt (l,2,l...m) available for it»
verification;

- a **t of corresponding uncertainties (*,, *,, t,...$„)
whir* tm represents th* antt accurate Mthod in the eet;

- th* number of itou» which «re grouped undir the saw standardized
•tratification cod*;

- the average weight of an it»» in th* group, f*n*rally «Kpreiitd in kg
of th* *lm«n«: verified (Pu or U-JJ5).

n» toon as th* stratification is obtainad for all Material» at th*
facility, the inspector want» to detenain* th* nuaber of lamplas that he
needs to select randomly in order to carry out his inspection activities
with a high probability of detection for the aissing aaterials.

To reduce the laaple »ii»« as auch as possibl*, th* inspector will try:
- to Unit th* number of strata and tvbitrata;
- to us* th* best Methods available for detecting gross defects, partial

defects and small (or biai) defects;
- to epply appropriate statistical procedure» for determining Inspection

sample sizes in each stratum or substratum.

Generalized procedures for determining inspection sample size», based on a
measurement methods have been developed by the International Atomic energy
Agency. They provide practical guideline* on how to calculate tne nuaber
of samples to b* selected randomly among the population of items in a
stratum and for each measurement method. Since verification activities can
be performed either in attributes mode or in both attributes and variabla»
modes, the procedures are twofold.

In most of the cases. now*v*r, the procedures given for verification in
the variables mod* could be ignored »o that the sample planning would be
greatly simplified.

Two working papers ar* also provided to ease the application of both
procedures.

Further, three last chapters deal respectively with:
- (re)verification of items under seal» or surveillance;
- atrata with larg* variation) in «Intent wights, and
- «trata having more than one «lenient.
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Voliuw 1

GENERALIZED PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING INSPECTION SAMPLE SIZES
(related to Quantitative Measurements)

1. Introduction

Useful sampling plans for quantitative measurements of safeguarded nuclear
material can be achieved given the following conditions:

- the inventory presented for inspection verification is stratified
based on the Agency concept of a stratum: grouping of items/batches
having similar physical and chemical characteristics [1].
(There exists a revised stratification scheme with the aims of
standardizing strata across facilities of the same type and
minimizing the total number of strata in order to reduce the sample
sizes [2]).

the accountancy verification goals Ma and Mu are set
according to specified rules:

Ma = 1 SQ (one Significant Quantity) (1.1)

Mv = Max (0.1 SQ, 3.29 5CA) (1.2)

where 6e is the expected relative overall accuracy associated
with closing a material balance, i.e., for MUF and where A is the
amount of material in the material balance expressed as the larger of
throughput and inventory [3].

The two parameters Ma and Mv are respectively related to
verification in the attributes mode and verification in the variables
mode and are defined as the quantities of nuclear material which, if
missing, would be detected with the probability 1-3 by applying
accountancy measures with a low false alarm rate.

- m testers for each stratum k are provided (m need not be the
same obviously for all strata) allowing the successful detection of
gross, partial and small (or bias) defects within the population of
inspected items.

These testers involved in the verification imply in general terms
that a set of m measurement methods is available in the given
stratum k:

{1. 2. 3 i, (1.3)

where the notation 1, m and i stand respectively for the least
accurate method in the set, the most accurate method in the set and a
floating index which can be 1, 2, 3, m.
The method i + 1 is more accurate that the method i for all i.
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Although the sample size procedures are generalized to permit any
number, m, of measurement methods, in practice, values of m will
not exceed 3.

in addition, the relative error standard deviation of an
operator-inspector difference is known for each of the m
measurement methods in the stratum. ~
Coinciding with relation (1.3) above, there is actually and in
general terms a set of m relative error standard deviations
available in the same stratum k:

{61# 62. 6,, «i, (14)

in which,

60r * «ir
.0. J

(1.5)

whare the subscripts 0 and I refar to operator's and inspector's
values whereas r and s denote the random and systematic variance
components.
Each of the four variance components shown in (1.5) may comprise
several identified sources of error that depend upon the type and
number of instruments involved in the measurement system.
For example, if the operator determines the U or Pu element mass of
an item through Destructive Analysis, the quantity Si must
include the random variances due to hit bulk measurement, sampling
and element concentration analysis [4.a].
Similarly, the components of 5* are the random variances due to
the inspector*3 bulk measurement, sampling and element concentration
analysis for the DA samples [4.b].
Similar statements hold for the systematic variances 5* and 5Î
[4.c and d].
If the measured quantity is the mass of isotope rather than of
element, then an additional variance due to the measurement of isotope
concentrations must be included in each of the four variances
identified in (1.5).

In the case of Non Destructive Assay (NDA), the precise definition of
5} is also strongly case dependent.
For example, if the Pu mass of an item is verified by the inspector
through a combination of weighing. High Resolution Gamma Spectrometry
(HRGS) to determine the isotopics and High Level Neutron Coincidence
Counting (HLNC) and if it is declared by the operator by means of
bulk measurement, sampling and element concentration analysis, then
the dominant variances that affect S{ are likely to be &Z and 6j8
In turn, each of these two components would include the variances due
to both the HRGS and HLNC instruments.
In another situation, if the operator's isotopics ars accepted without
verification or are perhaps accepted for the entire stratum after
making some HRGS measurements on a random selection of items, then
only the HLNC errors affect 6^.
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Although strongly case dependent as just mentioned, yet the principle
is clear: 6j must include all errors of measurement, both of the
operator and of the inspector, that affect a given operator-inspector
difference.
In applying this principle, some of the error variances may be
ignored as being relatively negligible in their effects.

For Destructive Analysis (DA), most of the error components are
directly retrievable from either the Design Information
Questionnaires (of the fabrication plant and of SAL) or from the
ESARDA target values Tables or from the performance results
(File 148) [5]. In the latter case, they are largely estimated using
the method of paired comparison [4.e].

For Mon Destructive Assay (NOA), the experience data file is less
complete, but is under development, and estimates of NDA errors of
measurement are being determined through techniques similar to those
employed for DA [6].

Wherever the error components are missing, either for DA or for NDA,
rough estimates should be used as alternate values until suitable
values would be obtained from field experiences and proper data
collection and evaluation.
Later, it is intended that by focusing on the paired comparison of
operator-inspector data, direct estimates of 6j will be found,
negating the need to propagate the errors as indicated by equation (1.5)

There are two generalized procedures explained in this report which are
treated separately for convenience reasons:

Part 1 deals with the simplified approach for determining inspection
sample sizes when verification planning is carried out in the
attributes mode (although data analysis would also be performed in
the variables mode) [7].

Part 2, used in conjunction with Part 1, describes the application of
more complex sample size formulas for verification planning in the
variables mode as well as in the attributes mode, taking the larger
of the two sample sizes for the most accurate method m in each
stratum.
It is felt that the last approach is not needed for most inspections,
greatly simplifying the sample size procedures.
The procedures for Part 2, however, can be followed for especially
sensitive or important inspections [8].
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2. Modes of verification

Verification activities are performed in the attributes node and in the
variables mode.

"Verification in the attributes •ode" means that each item of * given
stratum k is classified as being either a defect or a non-defect.
As far as quantitative measurements are concerned, the item is classified
as a defect if the difference between the operator's declared value and
the inspector's measured value exceeds a critical value, known as the
rejection limit, a quantity which is directly linked to the measurement
errors of both parties.
Inspection planning in ths attributes mode consists of measuring a
sufficient number of items in the stratum so that if some specified goal
amount has been accrued through a combination of gross and/or partial
defects of possibly various sizes, thi9 diversion would be detected with a
given probability through the occurrence and proper classification of one
or more defects in the inspected items randomly selected.
Inspection planning for verification in the attributes modes is done on a
stratum by stratum basis.

By contrast, inspection planning for "Verification in the variables •ode"
requires first that a total sample size be established for all strata
inspected. This total sample size is distributed in an optimum fashion
among the individual strata.
Verificatiorwn the variables mode leads to the combined difference
statistic, 6, which is to be tested for significance, i.e., a decision is
reached as to whether or not the calculated 6 can be explained by errors
of measurement; the alternative being that some goal amount has been
accrued through bias defects.
Sample size determination in the variables mode is done only for the most
accurate method m in each stratum, yielding a sample size for a given
stratum that may be denoted by nV2.
The equivalent sample size for that stratum su determined for verification
in the attributes mode is denoted by nui. It is the number of
samples obtained for the same most accurate method m applied in the
attributes mode (n^) •
Finally, the variables sample size to be implemented in that stratum is:

= Max (2.1)

If the variables sample size determination could be limited to the
calculation of n^, the planning procedures would foe considerably
simplified.
For one thing, although it was previously stated that errors of both
parties are factored in when establishing the defect criterion for
attributes verification, in practice, the operator's errors nay be ignored
in this inspection mode if, but only if, the operator values are very
small and negligible compared to the corresponding inspector uncertainties
(random and systematic components). Thie case is quits common while using
NDA techniques because the inspector's NDA-associated errors are dominant
in their effects.
Even for the most accurate measurement methods which do include operator
and inspector's error components, considerably less detailed
information is required for calculating the attributes sample sizes n ^
than is required for determining the variables sample sizes nVa .
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Further, if nU2 values need not be calculated, then sample sizes are
determined separately for each stratum k independent of all the other
strata.

Fortunately, for most inspections, it is considered adequate to apply the
simpler approach of Part 1 based on attributes verification for m
measurement methods with the added proviso that there normally be a
minimum of three samples taken per stratum measured by some nethod i.
To make this three-sample minimum condition feasible, it is «lso assumed
that the total.number of strata be reasonably small, say 16 or fewer.

For particularly sensitive or important inspections, it might be prudent
to follow the more'detailed approach for determining the variables sample
sizes, and implementing the larger of the two sample sizes (attributes and
variables) in each stratum. This possibility is therefore included as an
option in the procedures (see Part 2).

Verification coda»

In the current inspection reporting system, measurement methods used in
the course of inspection are codified.

As the verification methods provide either qualitative or quantitative
results, there is a need to define the method codes accordingly [9].
It is suggested to interpret the list of method codes as follows:

Method Codes Interpretation

H Quantitative through NL'A
(verif. in the attributes mode
using the least accurate method)
or:
Qualitative through NDA
(e.g., Cerenkov, bundle counter)

Recommended error limits

6.25 X < «i £ 12.50 X

Quantitative through NDA
(verif. in the attributes mode
using a second, a third....
better accurate methods,
i.e., there may conceptually
be more than one method F)

0.50 X < SA £ 6.25 *

Quantitative through NDA
(verif. in the variables mode
using the most accurate method)
(e.g., K-edge densitometer)

Sj £ 0.50 *

Quantitative through DA
(verif. in the variables mode
using the most accurate method)

£ 0.50 X
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This list takes into account the generalized procedures for determining
sample sizes as described in the present report; methods H, F and E or B+D
(weighing + DA) or C+D (volume determination + DA) being respectively the
appropriate testers for gross, partial and small (or bias) defects.

Furthermore, it could occur that in a stratum k (e.g., waste), only one
single method (m = 1) is applied which is not necessarily of high
accuracy.
This method is then regarded as the best method m available, even in
planning inspection in the variables mode.
However, such a practice should be restricted to strata for which there is
no better alternative and for which the amount of material is small
compared to the total inventory, say a maximum of 5 to 10 X.
These strata, under these circumstances, do not contribute significantly
in the overall a M U F and og evaluations.

4. Sample Size Procedures

Tha generalized procedures for determining inspection sample sizes are
presented in two parts:

Part 1: inspection planning for verification in the attributes
mode by means of m measurement methods
(WF> S.PL01)

Part 2: inspection planning for verification in the variables
mode by means of the most accurate measurement method m
(WP S.PL02)

The last procedures, used in conjunction with Part 1, are needed mainly in
large Bulk Handling Facilities such as a MOX fabrication plant and can be
omitted for most inspections.
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Part 1

Inspection Plannning for Varification in tha Attribute» Mode

The procedures are given below in a three-column tabular format; the
columns contain respectively:

- the procedural steps which consist either of assigning a value to a
parameter, performing a calculation or recording a tabled value;

- the notation used, as a reference guidance throughout the step-by-step
calculation process;

- a numerical example illustrating the case of a MOX fabrication plant.

The procedures for Part 1 are subdivided into six sections, namely:

- section 1 summarizes the main inspection parameters that are common to
all strata;

- «action 2 provides the input information for the specific stratum for
which sample sizes are to be calculated;

- «action 3 applies to the first measurement method, (i = 1), in the
stratum;

- «action 4 gives some data that are needed for two and three measurement
methods (m = 2 and m = 3);

- «action 5 applies if there are exactly two measurement methods in the
stratum (m = 2);

- «action 6 applies if there are exactly three measurement methods in the
stratum (m = 3).

In summary, for a given stratum k:

- if there is only one measurement method (m = 1): go to sections 1-3

- if there are two measurement methods (m = 2): go to sections 1-5

- if there are three measurement methods (m = 3): go to sections 1-4 & 6

A standardized working paper UP S.PL01 (Annex 1) is provided for
processing step-by-step the procedures fully described in Part 1 of this
report. It includes a simplified program which can be very easily input
into the Sharp EL-51O3S pocket calculator memory to compute up to three
sample sizes (m = 3) using, as parameters, the letters A, B, C, D, E
defined as follows:



A = N,

B = e.
C = x,

D = Ma,

E

Then,
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the total number of items in any stratum k;

the non-detection probability;

the average item weight in the stratum k;

the accountancy verification goal for the attributes Htode;

is equal to g. (if m = 2) or
is equal to g, and g, alternatively (if m = 3)

if • = 2:

only g2 needs to be found

• either in Table 1 (for input strata) or
• in Table 2 (for inventory/output strata)

if

(g, is a tabled function of Sl and p2 = Sj/S±)

• = 3;

both g, and g, need to be selected

• either in Table 1 (for input strata) or
• in Table 2 (for inventory/output strata)

(g2 is defined above)
(g, is a tabled function of 5, and p, = 6,/6,)

The possible stratum types of interest are codified below:

• "IN" : for input strata
(receipts)

• "INV" : for inventory strata
(mainly for PIV's)

• "OUT" : for output strata
(products, waste, other shipments)

see Table 1

see Table 2

see Table 2

The instructions for filling in the form are contained in the working

paper WP S.PL01 as well as the simple program for calculating n±, n,

n*and n,. The last two symbols are formulated in section 5 (step 5.3)

for • = 3

and in section 6 (step 6.5).

Then, for • = 2

na = Max (1.1 n*. 3) nf = Max n£, 3)
n, = Max (1.1 nj, 3)

Annex 3 illustrates the utilization of WP S.PL01 for seven strata
(ons "IN", three "OUT" and three "INV" strata) belonging to the same
reference MOX fuel fabrication plant; tha first stratum PD- being taken as
the example in the third column of the tabular procedures (step 2.1).
The shaded values in the working paper relate respectively to the
uncertainties of the most accurate Methods, m, in the strata and to the
corresponding sample sizes for the attributes mode planning.
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Part 1

Tabular Procedural Foramt

Inspection Planning for Verification
in the Attribute! Hode

Steps

Section 1 : inspection parameters
(for all strata)

1.1 Select the accountancy verification goal
for verification in the attributes mode from
Table below

Ma = 1 SO

Direct use
nuclear
material

Indirect
use

nuclear
material

Material

Pu*
U-233
U[U-235>20 *]

U[U-235<20 X]**
Th

Signi-
ficant
quantity

8 kg
8 kg
25 kg

75 kg
20 t

tt For Pu containing less than 80 %

Safeguards

apply to

Total element
Totai isotope
U-235 contained

U-235 contained
Total element

Pu-238.

**' Including natural and depleted uranium.

1.2 Define an appropriate value for
detection probability

the non-

Note: this value must be the same for all
strata.

Section 2: input information
(for a specific stratum)

2.1 Obtain the stratum ID from the 1
authority file

2.2 Indicate whether the stratum is

(a) an input stratum (receipts)

Facility

or

(b) an output stratum
(products, waste, other shipments) or
an inventory stratum

Notation

"a

P

strat.ID

IN

OUT/INV

Example
(Reference
MOX plant)

Ma = 8 kg Pu

0 s 0.05

PD-
(pure PuO2 powd.)

IN
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Steps

2.3 Give the number of items in the stratum

2.4 Give the average item weight
(expressed in the same unit and element code
as the significant quantity)

2.5 List the number of measurement methods in
the stratum

Section 3: sample size calculations for method 1
(for all strata)

Compute

nx = Max[N(l - B*"
1*). 3]

Note: if m = 1, take nia s n,

Section 4: measurement data
(for m > 1)

List the relative error standard deviation
of an operator-inspector difference for each
of the measurement methods, i, in the given
stratum.

Notes:
(a) any Si is calculated as follows:

&0r •=. operator's random error
component

*Ir = inspector's random error
component

S Q S = operator's systematic error
component

*Is = inspector's systematic error
component

(b) if 6j >> &Q, the operator error
components can be simply ignored
(except for the last method m)

Section 5: sample size calculations
for 2 measurement methods

S.I Compute pa = 6a/6i

5.2 For an "IN" stratum (step 2.2.a),
find ga from Table 1

Notation

N

X

m

«2

«m

P*

92

Example
(Reference
«OX plant)

N = 384

x = 2 kg Pu

m = 2 and 3
(2 examples
are given for
illustrative
purposes)

nt = 203

fij = 0.075

62 = 0.030

6, = 0.004

pa = 0.40

ga = 6.16
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Steps

For an "OUT/INV" stratum (step 2.2.b),
find g2 from Table 2

Note: in both cases

g, = f(6i_a = «j and pj = p2)

5.3 Compute

n* = Un P/in(l - Î-S-Ji)
N x

Note: value in parenthesis
does not need to be recorded.

5.4 Calculate

na = Max(1.1 n*, 3)

5.5 Establish the sample sizes for
the two measurement methods as follows:

f nia = ni ~ na

lnaa = n2

Notes:- if nia <. 0, set nia = 0

- verify the condition:

nia + n2a = ni

Section 6: sample size calculations
for 3 measurement methods

6.1 Compute p2 = &X/6X

P, = 6,/62

6.2 For an "IN" stratum (step 2.2.a),
find g2 and g, from Table 1

For an "OUT/INV" stratum (step 2.2.b),
find g2 and g, from Table 2

Note: in both cases

ga = f(6i-i = St and pi = p2)

g, = f(«i-x = «a «nd Pi = p,)

Notation

9*

(n?)

n2

*"2a

Inia= ni

Pa

Pi

9a -9j

3a< 9 j

Example
(Reference
MOX plant)

N/A

(n* a 45.17)

n2 = 50

("ia = «S
\ n a a =•• 50

Inia = 203

pa = 0.40

P j = 0.133

g2 = 6.16.

9, = 17.2

N/A
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Steps

6.3 Compute

n* = An p7An(l - "» g»)
111 X

Note: value in parenthesis
does not need to be recorded

6.4 Calculate

na = Max(nJ, 3)

6.5 Compute

n* = An 3/An(l - "» 2»)
N X

Note: value in parenthesis
does not need to be recorded

6.6 Calculate

n, = Max(l.l n?, 3)

6.7 Establish the sample sizes for
the three measurement methods as follows:

/ n i a = nt - na

< n a a = n2 - n3

'n, a = n,

Notes: - if ni a £ C (for any i < 3),

set n^j, = 0

- verify the condition:

n*a + n a a + nja = n,

6.8 Ignoring Part 2, data analysis in the variables
mode can be performed based on the n ^ sample
size in each stratum. Simply replace n ^ by
nUi in the above procedures, i.e.,

in section 3 (if m = 1): nui = n i a

in section 5 (step 5.5): nvi = n a a

in section 6 (step 6.7): nvi = n,a

Note: verify the condition:

ICn(m-i)a + nvi3 = ni

Notation

"â

/ n i a

] naa
in»a

Inia= nx

nVl

In = n4

Example

(Reference
MOX plant)

(n* ~ 45.17)

n2 = 46

(n? z 15.17)

n, = 17

/nia = 157

< n2a = 29

lnja = 17

In i a = 203

in n u i

1 203

2 SO

3 17

In = 203

(all cases)
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Part 2

Inspection Planning for Verification in the Variable» Mode

Up through Section 6 (Part 1), sample size procedures have been given based
on verification in the attributes mode, and they cover the inspection
planning for most inspections.

Even though the inspection is planned in the attributes mode, the data
collected through method m in each stratum would be analyzed in the
variables mode as well, i.e., would be utilized to derive 0.
It is jedged that the sample sizes based on attributes mode planning, while
perhaps not optimum in the sense that og is minimal for a total
sample size (all strata combined), are sufficiently large to result in an
acceptably small value of erg, especially if the minimum sample size
of 3 per stratum is implemented.
However, in inspections of particular significance, it is advisable to apply
the procedures of Part 2, in conjunction with those of Part 1, to ensure th«t
OQ is indeed small enough to meet the criteria for detection of small
biases through the D statistic.

Inspection planning for verification in the variables mode consists of:

- selecting from the set of m measurement methods available per
stratum k, the most accurate method m, in each stratum.

The relative error standard deviation of an operator-inspector difference
for method m in the stratum includes both operator and inspector random
and systematic error components;

determining the total sample size, nT, for all the strata inspected
in the variables mode. The total sample size is a function of each
individual total uncertainty of the best method m used in each stratum;

- distributing the total sample size, in an optimum manner, among the
individual strata.

Each stratum sample size obtained by this process, denoted by
to be compared with the corresponding nui = n ^ sample size
calculated in Part 1. h
stratum is:

has

Then, the sample size to be implemented in each

= Max (nW2, nU!1)

The same system (a three-column tabular format) as applied in Part 1 explains
how to follow, by a step-by-step process, the procedures for sample size
determination in the variables mode.

Furthermore, a self-explanatory and standardized working paper UP S.PL02
(Annex 2) has been prepared to assist in determining the sample sizes when
verification is planned in the variables mode.
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The form includes three main areas, namely:

columns 1 - 9 are specific to each individual stratum

(one line being completed by stratum k, in the calculation process);

block 10 involves all strata inspected and is designed

• to provide the values of 8e, A and Mv

• to calculate some intermediate parameters, and
• to evaluate the total sample size nj

- Columns 11 - 13 are again specific to each individual stratum.

Annex 4 demonstrates the utilization of WP S.PL02 for the seven strata
belonging to the reference MOX fabrication plant.

Comparing Annexes 3 and 4, the shaded values in both working papers are
linked by the following relationship:

nvi (in WP S.PL02) = n^ (in WP S.PL01)

where the different nj a = n m a are the sample sizes in the attributes
mode, each of them corresponding to the most accurate method m used in each
stratum k.

For an inspection in which the Part 2 procedures are considered as well as the
Part 1 procedures, the sample sizes n(n>-i)a in working paper WP S.PL01
must necessarily be recalculated for those strata for which

Specifically:

• for" m = 2,

• for m = 3,

nia = ni ~ nv
n2a = "a ~ nv

nv replacing na for m = 2 and nv replacing n, for m = 3 in
the Part 1 procedures.

These revised values are entered below the diagonal as indicated in Annex 3
(in the example, this recalculation was necessary only for stratum k = 6).
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Part 2

Tabular Procedural Format

Inunction Planning for Varification in th* Variabl»» Mode

The36 procedures apply to all strata combined but only to the most
accurate measurement method m in each stratum which is used
for detecting bias defects through D statistic.

7.

7.

7.

7

01

02

03

04

Steps

Determine the amount of safeguarded
nnterial as the larger of throughput
and inventory for the material
balance period to be verified

Select the appropriate "expected
relative overall accuracy for MUF"
from Table below
(only for BHF's)

Facility 6-

enrichment plant 0.002

U fabrication plant 0.003

Pu fabrication plant 0.005

reprocessing for U 0.008

reprocessing for Pu 0.010

separate scrap storage 0.040

separate waste storage 0.250

Compute the accountancy verification
goal for verification in the
variables mode

nv = Max (0.1 SQ. 3.29 5eA)

For each stratum k, decompose the
relative error standard deviation
of an operator-inspector difference
for the most accurate measurement
method i = m, given in Section 4
of the Part 1 procedures into its
random and systematic components:

,2 .2 -2

°m = °mr + °ms

Notation

ft

"v

Z k

4

k

3

6

7

Example
(Reference
«OX plant)

A = 768 kg Pu

6e = 0.005

Mu = 13 kg Pu

Sir *i*

0.400 0.200

0.030 0.004

0.030 0.004

0.020 0.005
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7

7

7

7

7

7

05

.06

.07

.08

.09

• 1 0

Note: i

6

Compute
for each

Note:

Compute

Compute

Steps

mr = 60r + °Irl
2 ft 2

Rk = «ror N *-
i stratum k

N and x are given by
and 2.4

Sk = Sms N x «nd sjj
for each stratum k

Note:

Compute

Compute

Nota:

Find Û

S2. need not be listed;
is only an intermediate
required to compute Sj
7.08

_a _ _a
ST = X Sk

A.2 = sf/(«eA)2

ft and Se are given by
7.01 and 7.02

= MflM (i, 0.1 SO )
3.29 6aA

2.3

this
step
in

Notation

Rk

RT

Sk. Sjj

ST

?L2

A

k

1

2

5

k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Example
(Reference
H0X plant)

Sir

0.003

0.010

0.010

N

384 2

19800 0

10 0

100 0

300 0

75 0

60 0

t

0.

0.

0.

X

.00

.O37E

.900

.004

.375

.900

.750

RT = 14.22

Sk

1.92

2.23

0.04

0.08

0.45

0.27

0.23

Sf = 9.

Jl 2=0.

Û = 1

is

0025

003

004

Rk

2.30

> 7.43

0.27

0.16

1.13

2.03

0.90

kg

SR

3

4

0

0

0

0

0

686

973

002

006

203

.073

.053

00 kg2

61
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Steps Notation
Example

(Reference
MOX plant)

7.11 Compute 6 =
3.29 A e e =

where some ta values are given
below as a function of the non-
detection probability.

Note: the value of P must be the
same for all strata whatever
the mode of verification is.

.05

.10

.20

.25

.50

.75

.90

1.645

1.282

0.842

0.674

0.000

-0.674

-1.282

7.12 Compute 6*X*

7.13 If 6 \ < 0.8 (case 1), compute
the total sample size as follows:

nj = eVRf/ST(l -

If Q3K2 > 0.8 (case 2). compute
the total'sample size as follows:

ny = 4 R"J7ST

7.14 For each stratum k, compute

eV

nj = 36

nU2= 3)

N/A

k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

"V2

6

19

3

3

3

6

3



information is required for calculating the attributes sample sizes n m

than is required for determining the variables sample sizes nv, .
I
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Steps Nocation
Example

(Reference
MOX plant)

7.15 With reference to steps 3, 5.5
and 6.7, find for each stratum k

(set mainly in Annex 3, the shaded
n i a values for i = m, which
correspond to the sample sizes for
the most accurate methods, m, in
all strata and to verification
in the attributes mode);

compare nV2 (step 7.14) with nUl;
and select for each stratum k:

= Max(nU2,

7.16 Part 2 of the procedures, in
conjunction with Part 1, leads to
the following inspection planning
for each stratum k:
• for all m, nu is the variables
mode sample size;

• if m = 1 (1 method):

nv (variables mode)

Note: go to step 7.15 only

• if m = 2 (2 methods):

frs,a = nt - nu (attributes mode)

(variables mode)

•la

Note: go to steps 3 and 7.15

'Vi

•ia

•sa

"ia

k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

"va

6

19

3
3

3

6

3

" v i

< 17

< 21

= 3

= 3

= 3

> 3

< 4

nv
17

21

3

3

3

6

4

(m = 1) k



using the most accurate method)
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Steps

• if m = 3 (3 methods):

/ nia - ni ~ nj (attributes mode)
s naa = n2 ~ nv (attributes mode)
( nu (variables mode)

Notes: - go to steps 3, 6.4 and 7.15

- for steps 3 and 6.4 in
Part 1 of the procedures,
more details are available
in Annex 3.
(completed MP S.PLOl)

- verify the following
condition:

X(nia + nu) = n±

in each stratum, with
all i i m - 1

Notation

In = ..a

Example
(Reference
MOX plant)

(m = 3) k nia n a a ntf

1 157 29 17
2 216 40 21
5 34 3 3

Remark :

the example k - 6
shows that since
nva > nvi' the sample
size in attributes mode
is smaller than it was
when Part 2 was ignored
(nja = 16 instead of 19)

•< X(nia + nv)

1 203

2 277

3 3

4 3

5 40

6 22

7 15
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5. Ite«s under seal» or turuaillance

To reduce the number of samples in the course of a physical inventory
verification, sealing activities during the year are sometimes envisajud
for the totality or a fraction of the items that the operator is not
handling too often.

Usually, the concerned items (cans of powder, finished assemblies, etc.)
are first measured by appropriate NDA techniques as they arrive at the
receiving stations or are made ready for shipment.

Then, surveillance measures can be applied or, most frequently, the
inspector attaches a stal to the containment of each i'em such that the
whole sealing system is proved credible to ensure its own integrity for a
sufficient period of time (toe Agency practice being to replace any seal
within a maximum of one ye^r after its attachment).

At present the officia} guides on sealing activities are the seal
policy [10] and SMO 6 11 [11]. The subject of reverification of sealed
material is under discussion as a basic issue.

Another suggested approach that may be regarded as a generalization of
that described in SMO 6.11 is as follows:

If the number of items covered by seal application (or surveillance) in a
given stratum
listed:

k is denoted by Ns, the following relations can be

population of items sealed

population of unsealed items

population in stratum k N = Nu + Ns (5.1)

The stratum is divided into substratum ku for which the current
non-detection probability (e.g., 8U = 0.05) will be used in the sample
size calculation process, and substratum ks for which the
corresponding non-detection probability will be expressed as follows:

(5.2)

where - the exponent S reflects the confidence level that may be
assigned to the whole sealing system with respect to its
effectiveness (e.g., S = 0.40);

- the exponent R = 1 - S constitutes the complementary
confidence level that still needs to be achieved through
measurement methods (for instance, for reverification purposes
during a PIV).
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B, is necessarily equal to Bu (e.g., Bs = Bu = 0.05)
and hence, the two components £§ and 6§ can be derived easily.

As an example, if S = 0.40 (40 X of credit for the sealing system):

Bf = 0.05°«° = 0.302 (5.3)

Bg = 0.05»-«° = 0.166 (5.4)

and

e, = 0.302 x 0.166 = 0.05 (5.5)

The value of 0§ > B will thus reduce the sample sizes to be
calculated in the substratum ks while planning verification
(or reverification) activities.

The evaluation of D, however, should consider the whole stratum k as
being verified with the same probability of non-detection as for all
other strata.

In effect, this approach requires that the sample size determination
procedures be applied twice, once for the unsealed items using one value
of B and then for the sealed items using a larger B value.
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6. Strata with large wight rang»8

There is a problem when a large variation in element weights exists
within a given stratum in the sense that the average item weight X
is not representative of a typical item. This problem is minor in nature
when dealing with gross defects because the sample size is relatively
unaffected whether or not substrata are formed on the basis of more
uniform weights (e.g., from 100 to 500 g; 501 to 1000 g; 1001 to 1500 g).

Further, for gross defects, the inspector can rely on the random
selection process to provide a representative choice of all item weights.

The problem is most severe in the case of bias defects described in a
global sense by the D statistic. As constructed, D and its
uncertainty assume a reasonably small spread in item weights within the
stratum and data evaluation becomes more difficult as the spread becomes
larger.

An obvious and recommended solution is to form substrata within the
original stratum where the aim is to reduce the spread in item weights
within each substratum. In doing this, of course, the entire inspection
design and implementation process become more complex since the greater
the number of substrata, the greater the number of sample size
calculations and, more important, the greater the number of measurements
that are required.

No specific rules are formulated when deciding to what extent
substratification may be suggested to reduce the spread of item weights.
In some cases, the problem may be addressed very simply, e.g., if there
are two widely separate mean element weights with relatively little
spread about each mean.
In other cases, the problem may not be so easily resolved.

The degree to which substratification is required is ultimately a matter
of personal judgment exercised on a case-by-case basis, producing a
proper balance between the competing forces that needs to restrict the
number of strata on the one hand, and on the other hand aims to reduce
the spread in item weights.
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7. Strata with wore than one «1—ant code

The illustrative example used in the body of the report concerns the
inspection of a MOX fuel fabrication plant. The inspection design
focused on plutonium as the unique element and although plutonium is in
fact the material of primary safeguards interest, it is not the only
element. Natural, depleted, low enriched and high enriched uranium are
present in such a facility as well, either as pure nuclear material or as
component(s) of a mixture with plutonium.

Uranium was ignored because it was not essential to include it when
illustrating the determination of inspection sample sizes.
There is no complication to follow the generalized procedures described
in Part 1 and Part 2 which apply equally to pure LEU (including
N and D) and to pure HCU.

When there is more than one element code represented in a given stratum,
the accepted approach is to establish the sample sizes separately for
each element of the mixture. When actually performing the measurements,
the same physical item may be measured for more than one element in order
to simplify execution of the sampling plan.

Different sets of measurement methods are used according to the element
code and the type of testers that are involved. Annex 5 demonstrates how
the inspection planning can be designed for the stratum MOF composed of
cans of mixed oxide powder having a Pu/U+Pu ratio equal to 21.31 wt. X
and an enrichment larger than 20 wt. X U235.

The plutonium is verified by three methods, say two methods in the
attributes mode and one method (the most accurate) in the variables
mode. The HEU is verified by a single method in the attributes mode
only. The two sets of sample sizes for plutonium and uranium have been
calculated using the Part 1 procedures.

Xt occurred that the number of samples related to the methods m = 1 in
both cases is larger for the HEU than for the plutonium.
Therefore, the largest sample size (46 samples in the example) needs to
be randomly chosen in the stratum and measured for gross defects testing
in the uranium whereas 34 samples, randomly selected from the largest
sample size, are to be measured for gross defects testing in the
plutonium.
As assumed in the verification planning, there is no further testing in
the example for the HEU because only one single method was foreseen.
As far as plutonium is concerned, three independent samples are then
measured for partial defects testing and three other independent samples
are also measured for bias defects testing in the plutonium.
Again, they may be chosen randomly among the 12 items set aside after the
testing of HEU.
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